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Note
Vibers paper is available in all weights from
80 to 650 grams. On roll (up to 2 m wide)

What is so special about Vibers?

and as plano sheets. All formats and gram

Vibers is made with elephant grass that grows on Dutch soil. We use fallow land

There is a paper production run every 7

which not fit for food production. Elephant grass is a very special plant. It absorbs
4x as much CO2 as a forest with trees, grows on marginal soil without pesticides and
needs little water. Our production also takes place in the Netherlands. In this way we
give the local manufacturing industry a new impulse and we prevent transport from
distant countries.

weights are possible from 1000 kilograms.
weeks.
From stock, Vibers paper is available as
blank sheets of 46 x 64 cm in 90, 300 &
550 grams and as 120 gram envelopes in
sizes C5, C6 & Carré sizes.

Why paper and cardboard from vibers?
- A pure Dutch product of premium quality
- Proven origin of the Elephant grass
- Proven origin of the FSC pulp from sustainably managed forests
- Our paper is produced in the oldest paper factory from the Netherlands: 400 years
of craftsmanship & innovation
- Produced in a FSC certified factory
- No chemical operations such as bleaching
- Elephant grass, unlike many other grasses, contains no protein. Therefore, chemical
treatment is not necessary
- Reduced energy and water consumption in the production of our paper
- Food contact statement for “dry food”
- Due to the longer fibers, our paper is strong, very easy to fold and boxes are easy
to stack
- Good to process and print
For more information please contact:
vibersTM
Jupiter 410
2675LX Honselersdijk
The Netherlands
+31 (0)174 - 725812
hallo@vibers.nl
www.vibers.nl
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